A WORD FROM THE CEO
It has always been my feeling that golf
could be more fun, more affordable
and more accessible for players from
scratch to 24 and that’s the starting
point for the products we create and
sell at Your Golf Travel. One-stop-shop
probably understates our programme,
but it’s true that we aim to facilitate golf
travel experiences from the very basic,
with associated low price point, through
to real bucket list itineraries ticking off
the world’s top-ranked courses.
I always encourage our staff to engage
with golfers and clients alike; there
is a natural affinity between golfing
enthusiasts and travel is one of the
main touchpoints; it’s extremely
rewarding to hear about trips we have
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delivered that have enabled a golfer to
fulfil his or her dreams.
One of the key factors in our success as
a company and as a brand has been
our interaction with partners, both
within golf and more broadly. These
have helped us to build our audience
and add value for our own consumers
simultaneously. We will continue to seek
opportunities to engage with leading
brands and high quality products.
Ross Marshall
CEO and Co Founder
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ABOUT US

200
STAFF

3,500

£54M

DESTINATIONS

REVENUE

30+

200,000
PASSENGERS
EVERY YEAR

COUNTRIES

WHO WE ARE

OUR AIM

OUR SERVICE

A BRAND TO TRUST

Part of the Palatinate Group, Your Golf Travel is
the worlds largest golf travel business, located in
owned central London offices.

Very simply, to offer clients the widest choice
of discounted golf breaks and holidays, whilst
making golf more accessible and affordable.

Our team of golfing experts understand the
game’s nuances and use this knowledge to
match golfers to the right course, everyday.

Not only do we own our London based offices, we
also have levels of bonding in place to ensure the
financial security of our travellers.
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OUR MISSION
ENCOURAGE
WEALTH IN THE GAME

MAKE GOLF MORE

APPEALING

HELP SHAPE GOLF’S

FUTURE

AMONG OUR MANY GOALS, WE
STRIVE CONSTANTLY TO:
Create and deliver high quality, unique and
affordable golf travel experiences - creating
more golfing opportunities for people from all
walks of life.
We want to shape the future of golf travel
through integration with today’s technology,
nurturing the most engaged travellers.
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We seek to create more opportunities for golf
and travel stakeholders to monetise their assets
and foster wealth in the game.
Invest in our brand equity by making Your
Golf Travel relevant at the top of the golf
funnel through quality content and unique
partnerships.
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OUR PRODUCTS

OUR PRODUCTS

Breaks, tours,
holidays, tournament
experiences and
bespoke bucket list
trips. You name it,
we make it happen.
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UK & IRELAND

SHORT HAUL HOLIDAYS

LONG HAUL HOLIDAYS

TOURNAMENTS

BESPOKE

It’s the home of golf and it
packs a mighty punch, hosting
more than it’s fair share of the
world’s top ranked courses.
We sell residential breaks and
multi-course tours, including
those taking in the best links
courses on the planet.

Quality golf and
accommodation join reliable
sunshine as the key drivers
of our short haul programme.
Our most pupular short haul
destinations include Southern
Europe, North Africa and
Eurasia.

Flight inclusive luxury
experiences that also tick off
serious golf are the backbone
of our long haul programme.
The United States, South
Africa, the U.A.E., Mauritius
and the Caribbean lead the
way to golfing paradise.

We have unique access to
the world’s most prestigious
tournaments, including all four
Major Championships and The
Ryder Cup. We offer exclusive
experiences that include tickets,
travel, hospitality, golf, behind
the scene access and more.

With our connections in
golf and across the sport
and leisure sectors, we can
offer custom experiences to
match any requirement or
budget, from private dining
to attempting The Extreme
19th in South Africa.
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16%

400,000

FEMALE/MALE
CUSTOMERS

200,000+

84%

TRAVELLERS PER
YEAR

90%
SOURCE
MARKET UK

77%

CUSTOMERS
AGED BETWEEN
35-65
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CUSTOMER
DATABASE

1M

CUSTOMER
REACH

OUR CUSTOMERS
Our customer demographic profile is middle aged with
“detached
houses and luxury cars. Their interests include
wine, computing, reading, travelling and online shopping. They
possess high levels of savings and usually own their homes
outright due to high household income from careers including
managers and directors.
Acorn report analysis 2014

“

We are able to send targeted emails, through the ability to
segment our market, ensuring that our emails are focused,
relevant and appropriate to the reader. Our database can be
segmented by age, location, handicap, gender and transactional
history.

£54M+
SALES IN 2015
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AMBASSADORS

OUR PRODUCTS

Darren Clarke
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“

“

I have always enjoyed
representing Your Golf
Travel. The company is
dynamic, creative and
has a stream of ideas
that makes going on a
golf holiday a no-brainer.

DARREN CLARKE

LEE WESTWOOD

CHARLEY HULL

We are extremely proud of our sponsorship of
such a great champion. Working with Darren
since 2012, we’ve got to know him well and
we’re genuinely delighted to congratulate
him on his appointment as Captain of the
European Team for The Ryder Cup, 2016. We
will, as always, support Darren’s endeavours on
tour, share his successes and look forward to
his tenure as Captain with huge enthusiasm.
Roll on Hazeltine...

As former World Number One, watching Lee
hit a ball is one of the great pleasures in golf.
It’s a thrill to see him carry our brand with him
as he tours the world, competing in the most
presitgious tournaments. You’ll see the YGT
logo adorning Lee’s left sleeve as he seeks to
to add a Major Championship to his already
bulging trophy cabinet. We hope to see Lee join
forces with his former playing partner, Darren
Clarke at The 2016 Ryder Cup.

We are delighted to have signed Charley
Hull as our first female ambassador. Hot
off the press, having turned professional in
2013, Charley won the Lalla Meryem Cup in
2014 only 4 days short of her 18th birthday.
That very same year saw Charley win The
Ladies European Tour Order of Merit. As
a huge inspiration to female golfers, we
are excited to see what else Charley can
achieve.

GLOBAL BRAND AMBASSADOR & 2016 TEAM EUROPE RYDER CUP
CAPTAIN

302,000
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58,000

GLOBAL BRAND AMBASSADOR

774,000

GLOBAL BRAND AMBASSADOR

42

103,000

27,000

1

2,900
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TRADE TRAVEL CLUB
Experts in golf travel for the trade

Trade Travel Club is all about
giving the golf industry access
to the best service, prices,
exclusive deals and availability
when travelling within the UK or
abroad.
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TTC is an opportunity for you to speak directly to
the UK golf media / industry about your venue.

A special newsletter solely focussed on offers to
the Golf Media/Industry can be developed and sent
out on a date that suits you.

Communicate offers, deals and incentives to
create brand awareness and attract new streams
of revenue.
Exclusive offers can be a main focus of the
digital newsletter and website platform as well as
editorial content to support it.
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TRADE TRAVEL CLUB
25% OFF
GAUCHO

SPECIALISED &
TAILORED

FOR TTC MEMBERS

PRODUCT OFFERINGS

BESPOKE
EVENTS & GOLF
DAYS
COMMERCIAL
& MARKETING
OPPORTUNITIES
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EXCLUSIVE DEALS &
AVAILABILY
FOR TRAVEL WITHIN UK AND
ABROAD
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CURRENT PARTNERS
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Your Golf Travel has a strong partnership portfolio including
many leading brands across golf. Working with partners enables
us to deliver added value to our customers, as well as opening
up new marketing channels and extending our customer reach.
By partnering with leading global brands we are able to access

market-leading products which can be used to pass to our
customers as incentives and rewards. In the last 12 months we
have incentivised our customers with products including Srixon
Wedges and FootJoy jackets. We are constantly looking for new
partners who can help us to add value.
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MARKETING CHANNELS

250,000+
UNIQUE MONTHLY
VISITORS

170,000+
MARK CROSSFIELD’S
SUBSCRIBERS

16,000
UNIQUE MONTHLY
VISITORS

3 mins
AVERGAGE
DWELL TIME
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BRANDED CONTENT

19TH HOLE

WEBSITE

Working with our creative agency, we are able to
produce co-branded content for a number of our
partners through the creation of videos and social
media compaigns. This content is promoted
across our marketing channels including the Your
Gold Travel website, social media and our content
platform - 19th Hole.

19th Hole hosts fresh and innovative reviews
and blogs written in conjunction with Mark
Crossfield. Opportunities for partner involvement
includes branded content, rich ad solutions and
data capture campaigns. The site is also cross
promoted via our core channels including the
website and email.

Your Golf Travel’s responsive website is a vehicle
for promotion of partners via a number of areas.
Home page banners, our destination pages or in
the dedicated commercial zone, where we include
information around each of our partners with
hyperlinked logos. We tailor partner presence and
activity on an individual partner or campaign basis.
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MARKETING CHANNELS

14%

EMAIL OPEN RATE

150,000+
BROCHURES
SENT IN 2015

310K
YGT SURVEY
RECEPIENTS
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EMAIL

ANNUAL AND QUARTERLY BROCHURES

Your Golf Travel has one of the largest email
databases of UK golfers and can be segmented
and targeted depending on factors including
purchase history, geographic location, handicap
and age. Regular weekly emails are supplemented
by ad hoc, solus messages from key suppliers.

Our annual and quarterly brochures are directly
mailed to all of our clients as well as more than
2,000 golf clubs, driving ranges and partners. The
brochures are an overview of our core product
range and are designed to drive traffic back to our
site, as well as including a designated area for our
partners.
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MARKETING CHANNELS
16,000+
4,000+

INSTAGRAM
FOLLOWERS

FACEBOOK

606,000+
GOOGLE +

1M LOOPS

23,700+

VINE

TWITTER
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SOCIAL MEDIA

PARTNER DISTRIBUTION

SKY TELEVISION

Your Golf Travel has a strong social media
presence that is constantly growing. We provide
fresh content to our followers each day and
run custom campaigns through our channels
to engage with our customers, our partners
customers and new target audiences.

Our current partners portfolio allows us access
to world class marketing and distribution
channels that enable us to offer added value and
viewership. We currently have strong distribution
across media, manufacturers, golf technology,
sports marketing and management.

Our television advertising campaigns are
focused around Sky’s live coverage of golf on
the European Tour and PGA Tour. Our content
is aimed at the growing golf travel market and
are used to distribute our key promotions and
messages.
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MEDIA PARTNERS
1,919,000
962,000
573,000
550,000
393,000
42,000
6,000
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PARTNER DISTRIBUTION
We work with a number of media and golf titles; including The
Telegraph, Bauer Media, Golf Monthly, Golf Retailing and Golf
News. This enables us to expose the Your Golf Travel brand in
front of new potential clients - with our adverts being regulary
placed in the Travel and Sports sections, driving traffic back to
our website.
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THE RYDER
CUP

OVERSEAS
TOURNAMENT
EXPERIENCES

HIGH PROFILE
PRO-AMS

THE OPEN
CHAMPIONSHIP

THE
MASTERS
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EVENTS & TOURNAMENTS

CELEBRITY
CHARITY
EVENTS
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CASE STUDY

BOOK A GOLF HOLIDAY

BAG FREE GOLF BALLS
“Book your next golf holiday with Your Golf Travel in January
or February 2017 and they’ll send you some of their brand
new TP5 golf balls - with my very own ‘money can’t buy’
number 60 icon - for the whole party.*
Whether it’s a trip to play my home course at Royal Portrush
or a holiday in the sun; you’ll be teeing it up with the best ball
in the business.”

Darren Clarke
Your Golf Travel Ambassador

0800 043 6644

www.yourgolftravel.com

* T&C’s Apply | Not applicable in conjunction with any other offer, voucher or promotion | Minimum group size applies | See
website for details: www.yourgolftravel.com/balls-for-all

Your Golf Travel, the world’s largest golf travel
company have teamed up with TaylorMade Golf
to offer the brand new TaylorMade TP5 golf
balls FREE to golfers who book golf holidays
throughout January and February 2017.

Whether it’s a stay & play break in the UK or
Ireland, an overseas golf holiday to Europe or a
long haul escape, every member of the travelling
party will receive 3, 6 or 12 golf balls respectively.
In total, Your Golf Travel expect to giveaway
upwards of 140,000 golf balls at a retail value in
excess of £500,000.

Your Golf Travel Co-Founder Andrew Harding
said of the promotion: “We’re delighted to be
working with TaylorMade and are looking forward to
rewarding not just the lead booker, but all YGT clients
booking in January and February with the Balls for
All promotion. We’ve worked with Darren Clarke for
a number of years and his long-standing association

TaylorMade and Your Golf Travel’s Brand
Ambassador, Darren Clarke plays a customised
number 60 golf ball in recognition of his
lowest ever score on tour and Your Golf Travel
customers benefiting from this promotion will
also receive this money-can’t-buy customisation
on their free golf balls.

with TaylorMade makes the partnership an easy fit.”
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3RD PARTY
PARTNERSHIPS

SUMMARY

SURVEYS
NEWSLETTER
COVERAGE

QUARTERLY
BROCHURE

BLOG

SOCIAL MEDIA

EVENTS

ANNUAL
BROCHURE

REMARKETING
EMAIL

ONLINE
MARKETING

COMPETITIONS
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BEN DAVIS

EMMA WELLS-JONES

Head of Offline Marketing and
Commmercia Partnerships

Offline Marketing & Commercial
Partnerships Manager

ben.davis@yourgolftravel.com

emma.wells-jones@yourgolftravel.com

+44 (0) 20 7336 5350

+44 (0) 20 7157 1577
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